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Gila Pueblo stands oa the slope of Slxahooter Canyon two alias South 
of Globe. The hills are dry, rounded, and moderately covered by 
various desert plants with vesquita and cactus predo«ina*iag.

The mait Salado complex ruin had been a cellular structure containing 
more thao 200 rooms. Siallar, but smaller, clusters existed both up 
and dovn the canyon like satellite villages 
and mud.

Walls were of boulders

When the facility was operated by che Park Service the main building 
was an attempted reconstruction of the original three-atory building. 
There were 49 rooms on the ground floor, including a 250-saat seeting 
hall. The sect>r,d flocr had two 2-rccm apartrsenf.s and 1 4-roca apart- 
mtnt. The thiru floor had only two roc:ns, and these housed the water 
storage tanks vhich were no•longer used since tha Park Service had the 
facility connected Co che city water systeta.

The building was of reinforced concrete and cobblestone additions. 
Much of the roof was 14-inch reinforced concrete, but additions on 
the southeast and ucrthvest corners were of concrete plaster and 
ceramic tile. No adr1" •„ was used in the building.

Mote: Gladwin says it was rebuilt with recks and mortar.

In addition to the main building, the facility included a 6-car garage, 
a heating unit, and a pump house with 250-foot well. There was also 
a superintendent's apartment and a two-room guest apartment. The Park 
Service conducted a thorough repair and cleanup of the building when it 
took over in 1952.

The interior of the pueblo has been much reatodeled for classroom use. 
The exterior plaster la now a bright creaa color rather tha* the 
original dusky earth tones.
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.All of the coz3>lexes were prcbsbly buUt shortly cf-ir 12-00 A.D. In sbc.u 
1400 A.D. the settlement vas abitndcr.ed sr.d thsra is still ccr.rsldsrabla 
controversy over the eventual fata of these pretulsccric p-'scpl^.

Harold S. Gladwin, vho bought anil excavated the siCe, concluded that th*
inhabitants had been forced out by Athapascan raiders.

* thesis, he cited the burned reerss, unceremoniously discarded bc4ies, and 
other evidence of violence. The chief argument 'against tills view is that
the raiders probably could not have been Athapascan because of tj 
differential.
Othftr specialists suggest that the pueblo was abandoned whaa it 
overpopulated in relation to the food supply. Titis cces net necessarily 
explain the violence, nor does it explain why all of the people departed.

Some of the Salado apparently blended with the Hohckna to the 
; for a short time, but that area, too, was soon abandoned. The 

fate of these Salado is unknown. Other Salado villagers aay have 
to th« Rip Cranda or joined the Zuai and Ecpi peoples.

In 1927, Harold S. Gladwin, *t the beginning of his archaeological 
conducted the fimt systematic excavations and studies of prehistoric r«- 
fuse to establish chronology at the Casa Grande Kacicn.il Kanuacai. Tarn 
results of this study enabls-i hia to identify the Hcheaua cultur* 
«lso created a renewal of interest in Arizena Arcoaeology.

In 1928, Gladwin *rd his future wifa, also an archaaolcsist, pu 
160 acres in Six Shooter Canyon. This rugged area, juat scuch of
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bad been ovned by a Mr. and Mrs. Charles He a ley and contained a large 
number of prehistoric ruins. The Healeys had pothunted the burial 
ground and excavated four rooms and had set up an exhibit of skeletons 
dressed in overalls or ginghaa dress, charging admission to view these 
and other hcrrors such as Salado polychrome jars covered with gold pains.

The Gladwins begun a systematic excavation of the nsrin pueblo, photo 
graphing and capping as they worked. When finished, they razed the walls ̂ 
replaced the footings, and rebuilt the complex so that its outward ap 
pearance would resembl* the original structure. The inside was neces 
sarily less accurately reconstructed because of the Leed for modern 
functional quarters and work space.

The Gladwins established and endowed the Gil« Pueblo Archaeological 
Foundation. A highly professional staff was employed, and the Pueblo 
became one of the moat influential archaeological centers in the country.

The work of the Foundation required additional space and equipment. 
The last major additions were the ceramic laboratory (about 1935) and 
the tree ring laboratory (about 1940).

The program and work of the Foundation were noted for professionalism, 
Innovations, and major stimulus to the conduct of .irchaeo logical research. 
Nearly 40 scientific publications were produced by Gladwin and the Foun 
dation staff, many of whom were or became, leaders in the field.

In 1931 Gladwin invited a number of noted archaeologists to * conference 
at the Pueblo for the purpose of explaining and discussing a logical 
net hod of designating the complex Southwestern cultures. Vith minor 
•Modifications, the system which Gladwin devised i« still in use.

Gladwin is particularly noted for his innovations and the vitality which 
he breathed into his chosen profession. He developed an economical method 
of archaeological surveying which resulted in the recording of thousands 
of sites in the West. He developed a widely praised system of laboratory 
analysis and an excellent system for *iranging cultural material. He 
vas particularly impressed with the importance of chronology in cultural 
reconstruction and devoted much attention .to dendrochronology (tree-ring 
dating) and radio carbon dating.
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The activities of the Foundation were virtually ended by World War II. 
When the war ended, a ssall staff was assembled to work on dendrochronol 
ogy and the archaeology of the upper Gila, but in 1943, the Gladwins 
decided to close the facility. Gladwin wes then engaged in radiocarbon 
dating research in cooperation with the California Institute of Tech 
nology.

The Foundation was donated by Gladwin to the Jnlversity of Arizona, 
which sold the buildings and land and ncved the collection (17 vans) 
to the University's Kuseua. The money from the sale of the property 
was used to expand the Museum.

In th» meantime, the National Park Service became interested in the 
Gila Pueblo facilities for use as a Southwestern National Monuments 
teadquarters. After some extended negotiations and a special approp 
riation, the Park Service acquired the buildings and 22.94 acres. The- 
staff provided scientific and technical services to 20 areas of South 
western National Monuments, including those in Arizona.

In 1958 the facility became the National Park Service's Southwest 
Archaeological Center with a variety of functions. It housed a 10,000 
plus volume library for the area, administered and conducted archaeo 
logical excavations and salvage, maintained an artifact collection and 
preservation laboratory, housed a natural history collection, and 
Maintained a ruins stabilization staff.

The Center continued in operation until 1971-72, when the staff airi 
operation wei.? gradually reduced and the activities transferred to 
Tucson. The isolation of the Center at Globe from the academic co«- 
•wnity was a major factor in this decision.

The facility is now a branch campus of Eastern Arizona College, part of 
the state community college system. Occasional excavation continue* 
under the supervision of the faculty.

Cila Pueblo site was occupied at least 600 years age when a sizeable 
community was established by people of the Salado cultura. Although 
the site was abandoned about 100 years later, enough tangible evidence 
regained to provide the foundation for major advances in the scientific
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And understanding of Southwestern archaeology. Although the 
pueblo ceased to be an archaeological research center in 1972, Its 
influence continues in the encraous collection of artifacts which was 
transferred to the Arizona State Muse us and is under continuous study 
by students and scholars.
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The site is bounded on the N, E, & W by a driveway. There is ro vis-oat 
boundar? on the S, but the site includes an archaeolcrricarl dig; araa 
vhich extends 50 Feet beyond the S side of the building.
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